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D3.1 Preliminary design of Sundial for AMTP

Executive Summary
This deliverable describes the basic design of the SunDial for the AcelorMittal Tubular Products plant
user-case, as well as the methodology used. The plant is located in Iasi, Romania, and the requirement
of the industry is a heating demand up to 230 °C for preheating the tubes before applying a coating.
This requirement at such location is one of the challenges of the project (KPI 2: new technological
frontier for Romania: 230 °C at high latitude). Other requirement to be accomplished is the energy
production at daily and yearly basis (KPI 5: Up to 135 kWh of thermal production per day in each case
study. 25 MWh of yearly thermal production in each case study).
The SunDial for this case-study is a rotary Linear Fresnel collector with a transversal mirror field
arrangement. In this study two types of receivers have been considered, namely single-tube and multitube. In the first case, two solar fields configurations have been analysed: single-field and two semifields, with its corresponding receivers.
The system design specification implies the selection of a set of geometric parameters to define the
receiver, the primary reflectors and the solar field configuration, and the selection of the heat transfer
fluid (in agreement with studies from WP4 and WP5). Having in mind that the ultimate objective is to
accomplish an optimal design to cover the thermal requirement of this particular application, it is
necessary to make use of numerical models to characterize the performance of the different elements
of the Sundial, for instance, models required to estimate the thermal performance of both types of
receivers, those developed to analyse the effect of the mirror dimensions on its optimal shape and the
corresponding bending moment requirement, and those developed to analyse the optical
performance of the field. All of them are described, summarised or referenced in this document.
In the case of the single-tube design, as result of the thermal losses evaluation, a simplified equation
is obtained to estimate the useful thermal power transferred to the heat transfer fluid versus the
concentrated irradiation at the temperature range of operation. The multi-tube receiver thermal
model makes use of the solar flux map obtained by an in-house software based on a Monte Carlo
raytracing method. In this case, a polynomial-like equation is obtained to accurately approximate the
heat losses, as a function of solar irradiation and operating conditions. On the other hand, referring to
mirrors feature, optimal shapes, bending moment limits and mechanical requirements are analysed as
function of mirror width and height. Finally, an analytic methodology followed by a numeric
computation are used to optimise the design of the mirror field, with the aim of achieving the
beforementioned KPIs.
The different proposed configurations are analysed and compared. The configuration finally selected
includes two semi-fields of mirrors and single-tube receiver design.
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Glossary of terms and abbreviations
Acronyms
AMTP
ASTEP
LFC
GA
HTE
HTF
MAN
Symbols

A
cp
D
DNI
E
F’
ff
h
I
k
L
𝑚𝑚̇
n
M
Nu
P
Pr
q
𝑄𝑄̇
𝑞𝑞̇ ′
𝑞𝑞̇ ′′
Re
RMSE
SSE
T
u
U
w
x
zr

Greek letters

α
ε
λ
µ
η
θ
σ
ρ

ArcelorMittal Tubular Products
Application of Solar Thermal Energy to Processes
Linear Fresnel Collectors
Grant Agreement
Heat Transfer Element
Heat Transfer Fluid
Mandrekas
Area (m2)
Specific heat (J·kg-1·K-1)
Diameter (m)
Direct Normal Irradiation (W·m-2)
Young’s modulus (Pa)
Dimensionless coefficient (-)
Filling factor (-)
Convective heat transfer coeff. (W·m-2·K-1); Spec. enthalpy (J·kg-1); Height (m)
Second moment of area (m4)
Thermal conductivity (W·m-1·K-1)
Length (m); Width of mirrors (m)
Mass flow rate (kg·s-1)
Number (-)
Moment (N·m)
Nusselt number (-)
Perimeter (m)
Prandtl number (-)
Weight per unit length (kg·m-1)
Thermal power (W)
Heat per length unit (W·m-1)
Heat flux (W·m-2)
Reynolds number (-)
Root-mean-square error (-)
Sum of Squared estimate of errors (-)
Temperature (K)
Velocity (m·s-1)
Overall heat transfer coefficient (W·m-2·K-1)
Deflection (m); Width (m)
Longitudinal coordinate (m)
Receiver height
Solar absorptance (-)
Emissivity (-)
Wavelength (m)
Dynamic viscosity (kg·m-1·s-1)
Efficiency (-)
Rotation (-); Incidence angle (-)
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W·m-2·K-4); Stress (Pa)
Specular reflectance (-)
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Subscripts
abs
b
conc
cond
conv
crit
ext
f
in
inst
irrad
lim
out
rad
ri
ro
th
u

Absorbed
Bracket; bending
Concentrated
Conduction
Convection
Critical
Exterior
Fluid; Field
Inlet
Installed
Irradiation
Limit
Outlet
Radiation
Receiver inner surface
Receiver outer surface
Thermal
Useful
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1. Introduction
As described in the Grant Agreement (GA) [1], ASTEP project creates an innovative Solar Heat to
Industrial Processes concept. The proposed solution is based on modular and flexible integration of
two innovative designs: one for the solar collector, namely the SunDial; and the other for the Thermal
Energy Storage; both integrated via a control system allowing flexible operation and continuous
service.
The concept will be tested at two industrial sites. The first one belongs to ArcelorMittal Tubular
Products (AMTP), with a heating demand above 220 °C for preheating tubes at factory located at a
latitude of 47.1 N (Iasi, Romania). The second site is the dairy company Mandrekas (MAN), located at
a latitude of 37.93 N (Corinth, Greece) with a heating demand for steam at 175 °C and a cooling
demand at 5 °C.
This deliverable carries out the basic design of the Sundial for the AMTP user case. The objective is to
propose a configuration that fulfils the thermal requirements of this industry and the KPI 2 (new
technological frontier for Romania: 230 °C at high latitude) and KPI 5 (up to 135 kWh of thermal
production per day in each case study. 25 MWh of yearly thermal production in each case study) of
the project. The possible selection of either a single-field or two semi-fields and either a single-tube or
a multi-tube receiver design have been addressed.

1.1. Mapping ASTEP Outputs
Table 1. Adherence to ASTEP’s GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions.
TASKS
Task 3.1 ‘Basic design of Sundial for AMTP’
Section 3, Section 4 and Section 5
‘The preliminary design of the rotary Fresnel system for The different types of tube receivers are
the application of AMTP will be addressed. In this case, shown in Section 3. Features of the tube
the Sundial design will consist on a rotary platform coatings are considered for the different
containing several rows of rotating mirrors concentrating types of receivers. The performance is
the irradiation to the linear receiver. Mirrors and obtaining without considering any kind
receiver, which are parallel to each other, are installed of secondary reflectors. The final design
onto a rotating structure. This platform will turn around does include a cavity, Section 5, which
a vertical axis so that the sun is always within the should enhance the performance over
collector transversal plane. At the same time, mirrors will the estimated.
rotate around their longitudinal axis in order to reflect The geometric design of the mirrors and
onto the receiver as the sun altitude varies.
the features of the solar field (tilt,
Thus, the system follows the Sun using a two-axis number of arrows of mirrors are
tracking system, i.e. the platform rotates with the sun’s addressed in Section 4. Width, length
azimuthal angle and the tilting angle of the mirrors and number of mirrors are selected to
achieve the KPI 5, i.e. up to 135 kWh
change following the solar altitude’.
‘The kind of tube will be selected (evacuated or not daily and 25 MWh yearly.
evacuated, diameter, module length, etc.) as well as the
selective coating and the secondary reflector
characteristics’. The optimization of the mirrors field
includes ‘the geometric design of the mirrors, number of
rows, width, optical properties, diameter and tilt of the
platform, etc’.
‘The design will be addressed from theoretical
calculations and simulation tools. All the mathematical
and numerical models will be developed ad-hoc for the
project.’
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DELIVERABLE
D3.1 ‘Preliminary design of Sundial for AMTP’
Basic design of the Sundial for AMTP. It will consist on the
optic design, including the definition of the array of
mirrors, and the thermal design. The document will
include the selection of a one-or multi-tube receiver
design.

Section 3, Section 4 and Section 5
The final basic design is described in
Section 5.
The analysis of the different options for
the receiver and solar field are tackled
Section 3 and Section 4, respectively.

1.2. Deliverable Overview and Structure
Section 2 makes a short introduction to the Sundial Technology. Firstly, the different options for the
Sundial to be integrated in ASTEP are described. Then, the actual possibilities for the ArcelorMittal
Tubular Products user-case are commented.
Section 3 presents the design methodologies for the different possible thermal receivers, as well as
the mathematical models for their simulation. Section 3.1 presents the methodologies and models for
the single-tube receivers, while Section 3.2 deals with the multi-tube ones. Finally, the selection of the
working fluid for the user-case is supported.
Section 4 describes the analysis carried out for the solar field. First, the mechanical analysis to
determine the maximum curvature of the mirrors is presented. Then, the optical features of the
mirrors are shown. Finally, the analysis of the performance of the different options is carried out in
two stages, an analytical one followed by a numerical optimisation.
Finally, Section 5 summarises the final basic design of the Sundial for the ArcelorMittal user-case, and
Section 6 presents the conclusions.
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2. Description of the Sundial
This deliverable focuses on the basic design of the Sundial for the AMTP case, which comprises the
thermal design of the receivers and the design of the mirrors field. The design should lead to achieve
the KPI 2 1 and KPI 5 2 during the testing activities on site.
The Sundial is a rotary Fresnel-like solar collector which consists of an array of Linear Fresnel Collectors
(LFC) or mirrors field; and some linear receivers, which can be a single-tube or a multi-tube one, as
well as the selective coating on the tubes. Unlike the conventional Fresnel system, in which the receiver
is fixed, in the Sundial the whole system (mirrors and receivers) rotates on a platform following the
sun as it describes a path on the sky.
According to the GA [1], the main features of the Sundial should be compactness, easy manufacture,
installation and maintenance, which should lead to cheap designs for solar heat integration in
industrial processes, using local resources and avoiding solar specialised companies.
There are two possible arrangements for the Sundial, namely longitudinal and transversal. In the
longitudinal arrangement, the sun is in the longitudinal plane of the receiver. In this case, depicted in
Fig. 1, the mirrors can stay fixed while the platform rotates when following the sun, so a single-axis
solar tracking system is required. This arrangement is simpler and cheaper as the mirrors are fixed to
the platform but, due to its compactness, some optical losses are significant, and it leads to a sharp
profile in the incident thermal power onto the receiver. In fact, when early in the morning or late in
the afternoon the solar beam impinges on the mirrors, an important fraction of the reflected solar
beam goes out of the receiver (illustrated in the Fig. 1), arising the so-called end losses. However, in
the central hours of the day, when the beam is more vertical, these losses are low, leading to a strong
peak of thermal power.

Fig. 1. Sundial with longitudinal arrangement.
In the transversal arrangement, the sun is in the transversal plane to the receiver. In such a case,
depicted in Fig. 2, there are a two-axes solar tracking system because not only the platform rotates (to
follow the solar azimuth) but also the mirrors (to follow the solar height). With this arrangement, the
end loses are rather mitigated at the expense of the cost of introducing a system to rotate mirrors.

New technological frontier for Romania: 230 °C at high latitude.
Up to 135 kWh of thermal production per day in each case study. 25 MWh of yearly thermal production in each
case study.

1
2
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Fig. 2. Sundial with transversal arrangement and single-field.
AMTP site is located at high latitude with relatively adverse climatology. In order to accomplish the
KPIs, the Sundial must be designed following the transversal arrangement, with a two-axes solar
tracking system. As commented, this arrangement allows high average concentration during the day
and minimises the optical end loses.
Besides the longitudinal and transversal arrangements, there is another degree of freedom when
designing the solar field, that is the possibility of introducing one or multiple receivers, each one with
its respective mirrors field and all of them installed on the same platform. Fig. 2 is an example of a
single-field Sundial while Fig. 3 shows an example of a two semi-fields Sundial with transversal
arrangement.

Fig. 3. Sundial with transversal arrangement and two semi-fields of mirrors.
Finally, there are also different choices for the selection of the receiver. The most appropriates for the
LFR technology are either single-tube evacuated receivers, usually held into cavity including a
secondary reflector; or multi-tube bare receivers, also held into a cavity to reduce the thermal losses
to the environment. Fig. 4 shows a scheme of both choices.
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Fig. 4. Choices for the receiver tube: single & evacuated (left) and multi-tube bare (right).
All these different choices have been analysed during the basic design of the Sundial. Once selected
the transversal arrangement due to performance criterion, the single- or two semi-fields selection for
the mirrors and the single- and multi-tube selection for the receiver are tackled in the following
sections.
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3. Design and sizing of the receivers
In this section, the thermal design of the receiver for the SunDial collector to be tested in Iasi (Romania)
is presented.
There are two kinds of receivers for LFCs: the single-tube and the multi-tube ones. As both choices are
initially considered valid for the project, the sections below present the methodology and the main
aspects of the designs for the two options as a previous stage to the analyses and final selection.

3.1. Single-tube receiver
The single-tube design is restricted by the available commercial evacuated tubes, which have been
extensively used integrated in Parabolic Trough Collectors and less extensively for Linear Fresnel
Collectors, in both cases for generating power (Table 2) and producing heat for industrial processes.
Receiver
UVAC-2/2008
UVAC-3/2010
PTR70
PTR70 2008
HCEMS-11
(HEMS08)

Table 2. Single-tube receivers used in power plants
Company
Project
Solel
Extresol 2, Casablanca, Extresol 3
Siemens
Aste 1ª/1B, Borges termosolar, Olivenza 1
SCHOTT
SCHOTT

Andasol I, Saguaro Power Plant
Extresol 1, Guzman

ASE

Archimede

The external tube diameter is an important factor to be selected. It must be similar to the width where
the concentrated irradiation is effective (i.e., at the receiver height), so thermal and optic losses are
minimum. If the diameter is lower than this width, then optical losses increase. Conversely, if the
diameter is higher, thermal losses increase. The commercially available external tube diameters are
70, 80 and 90 mm.
On the other hand, two different arrangements of collector are proposed:
•
•

Single-field: all the mirrors of the platform concentrate the sun rays onto only one tube.
Two semi-fields: a half of the mirrors concentrate the sun rays onto one receiver tube and the
other half onto another separate receiver tube placed at some distance in parallel.

As described in Section 4.4, the width of the concentrated rays is different for these two arrangements
and, also, there are some advantages of using one of them over the other. So, two single-tube
configurations were proposed and analyzed:
•
•

A receiver tube with 70 mm of diameter and a two semi-fields configuration.
A receiver tube with 90 mm of diameter and a single-field configuration.

3.1.1. Designs for the evacuated tubes
The different commercial designs are quite similar (Fig. 5), with only some little differences in optical
and thermal performance.
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Fig. 5. Evacuated tube [2].
The tube outer surface is covered with a selective coating to provide the required optical properties,
i.e. a high absorptance for radiation in the solar energy spectrum and low emittance in the long wave
energy spectrum to reduce thermal radiation losses. A glass envelope is used to protect the absorber
from degradation and to reduce heat losses. This glass envelope undergoes an anti-reflective
treatment to reduce reflective losses.
In order to reduce the thermal losses and to protect the selective coating, there are vacuum conditions
at the annulus space between the absorber and the glass envelope. The getter bridge is an element
designed to absorb hydrogen, which naturally permeates from the Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF), so it
becomes in an indicator of loss of vacuum in the annulus.
The length of each tube is 4,06 m in all cases and the total length of the field is adapted to cover an
integer number of tubes:
•
•

In the case of the single-field arrangement there will be two tubes connected in series;
In the case of the two semi-fields arrangement there will be two tubes in series for each semifield. The two receivers (one for each semi-field and of two tubes each) are also connected in
series.

The joints of the tubes (Fig. 6) have two effects over the thermal performance:
•
•

Irradiation does not impinge directly on the tube surface, so it will form part of the thermal
losses.
The brackets needed to support the tubes will work as fins that will also increase the thermal
losses.

Fig. 6. Evacuated tube joints [2].
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These effects are considered in the model developed to estimate the thermal performance of the
receiver.
The receiver tube can be covered by a cavity on the upper part in order to protect it, to reduce the
thermal losses and to increase the concentration, although these effects are not significant. This
element is not included in the model for the following reasons:
•
•
•

The model should be conservative;
The shape of the cavity will depend on the supplier;
It is not possible to accurately capture these effects without very specific data from the
supplier and an in-depth analysis carried out with CFD.

3.1.2. Thermal performance model
The model proposed is based on [3][4] and it can be expressed by Eq. (1).
Where:
•
•
•
•

•
•

′
"
"
"
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
(𝑥𝑥) − 𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 · 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(𝑥𝑥) ∙ �q̇ "abs (𝑥𝑥) − q̇ "crit (𝑥𝑥)� + 𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

(1)

"
(W/m2) is the receiver heat loss divided by the outer surface area of the receiver tube.
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
"
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(W/m2) critical heat flux (assuming wall temperature equal to the fluid one)
corresponding to a null efficiency;
′
𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
dimensionless coefficient of the model (-);
𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is an efficiency of the installed system due to soiling, coating status and other factors, that
are not included directly in the rest of the terms. A value of 0.97 is usually assigned to this
parameter [5];
"
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
(W/m2) is the heat loss through the brackets, divided by the outer surface area
of the receiver tube;
x (m) is the longitudinal coordinate of the receiver.

The “critical” parameters are defined as it is done in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3):
"
4
= 𝜎𝜎 ∙ 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ �𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓4 − 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
�+ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ �𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 − 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

Where:
•
•
•

′
𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
=

1

𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
+1
𝑈𝑈

; 𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 4 ∙ 𝜎𝜎 ∙ 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓3 + ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Tf (K) is the HTF temperature;
Text (K) is the external temperature;
U (W/m2·K) is the inwards global heat transfer coefficient.
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(2)
(3)

D3.1 Preliminary design of Sundial for AMTP
Usually, the evacuated tube receivers are tested at laboratory conditions to obtain heat losses as a
function the receiver wall temperature. In such a case, the global heat loss coefficient (Uext) can be
obtained using Eq. (4) and the corresponding heat lost coefficients for radiation and convection (εext,
hext) can be correlated using Eq. (5).
"
= 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

Where:
•
•

(4)

2 ) (𝑇𝑇
2
𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜎𝜎 ∙ 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
+ 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
∙ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )

(5)

"
(W/m2) is the receiver heat loss divided by surface area obtained at laboratory;
𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
Tro (K) is the receiver outer surface temperature.

This method is valid to obtain the equivalent heat transfer coefficients for an air velocity close to zero
(natural convection) and, in this case, both parameters are well approximated by linear functions of
Tro:
(6)

ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,1 ∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 273.15 [𝐾𝐾]) + ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,0

(7)

𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,1 ∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 273.15 [𝐾𝐾]) + 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,0

Table 3 shows the coefficients for some of the commercial receivers [3].

Table 3. Equivalent emissivity for some commercial receivers under natural convection conditions
𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,1
𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,0
Receiver
absorptivity (%)
UVAC 2/2008
UVAC 3/2010
PTR70
PTR70 2008
ASE (HEMS08)

1.31E-04
2.06E-04
1.82E-04
1.43E-04
2.03E-04

1.01E-01
4.30E-02
8.61E-02
3.45E-02
-1.03E-02

97
96
95
95.5
95

For all these cases hext,0 and hext,1 are equal to zero.
Further, there is the need for correlations for higher velocities (forced convection). At this regard, it is
used a model like the one proposed by Forristall [2], which uses an emissivity of the selective coating
as a function of the wall temperature for radiation, and state-of-the-art correlations for the convective
heat transfer coefficients.
U comprises two thermal resistances: conduction through the thickness of the tube and internal
convection for the HTF. It can be estimated using Eq. (8).
U=

1

(8)

D
Dro ∙Ln� ro�D �
1
ri
+
2∙k
hint

Where hint can be estimated using the Dittus-Boelter correlation, Eq. (9) and Eq. (10)[6]:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 0,023 · 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷0,8
∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓0,33 ,
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝜋𝜋·𝜇𝜇

ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ·𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

4·𝑚𝑚̇

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ·𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Where:
• Dri (m) is the inner diameter of the tube;
• 𝑚𝑚̇ (kg / s) is the HTF mas flow rate;
• μHTF (kg/m·s) is the viscosity of the HTF at Tf;
• kHTF (W/m·K) is the thermal conductivity of the HTF at Tf;
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,

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝜇𝜇𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ·𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

(9)
(10)

D3.1 Preliminary design of Sundial for AMTP
•
•

k (W/m·K) is the conductivity of the receiver steel which can be assumed as 0.0153·Tf + 14.775;
cpHTF (J/kg·K) is the specific heat of the HTF.

The heat losses for the support brackets, 𝑞𝑞̇ ′ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (W/m), can be calculated using the model given
by Forristall [2]:
𝑞𝑞̇ ′ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝑛𝑛

�𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏 ����
ℎ𝑏𝑏 (𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 −𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )

(11)

𝐿𝐿

Where:
Tbase (K) is the base temperature (support bracket and tube connection);
Pb (m) is the perimeter of the support bracket, which is considered equal to 0.2032 m [2];
n (-) is the number of support brackets;
���
ℎ𝑏𝑏 (W/(m2·K)) is the mean convective heat transfer coefficient around the brackets;
Ab (m2) is the connection area at the base section (1.613E- 4 m2, based on [2]);
kb (W/(m·K)) is the conductivity of the material (48.0 W/(m·K)).
As the thermal performance is slightly different for the several commercial receivers, the data for the
receiver PTR70 2008 was used for the basic design. The parameters of the model will be updated in
future stages of the project, using the data provided by the supplier once the receiver has been
acquired.
3.1.3. Single-field case
For the single-field case the diameter of the tube is 90 mm. The equivalent heat transfer coefficients
obtained for the model are presented in table below.
Table 4. Equivalent heat transfer coefficients for the model used for the single-field case
Type of
operation

Wind
velocity
(m/s)

Equivalent heat transfer coefficients

ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0

<0.5

𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 1.26 ∙ 10−4 ∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 273.15) + 0.0351

Evacuated
tube
≥0.5

ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0

0.01428
∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 273.15) +
𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0.0001188 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

1
0.00302
27.68 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

It is important to note that the models are only valid for evacuated tubes. In case of loss of vacuum or
rupture of the glass cover, the tube should be removed and replaced. Should eventually become
necessary to develop a model for the case of loss of vacuum, the methodology to be used would be
the same.
The above methodology was used to evaluate the thermal performance at different moments along
the whole year. The objective of these calculations was to approximate the thermal performance with
a simplified model that helps in the optimization of the collector field, so it is not necessary to
introduce those variables that have a reduced effect.
The calculations for that are based on:
•
•

Constant external conditions selected to coincide with the design point:
o Ambient temperature 25 °C;
o Wind velocity 2 m/s;
Irradiation flux data obtained with the algorithm described in Section 4;
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•

Receiver outlet temperatures varied between 230 °C and 240 °C, in order to obtain an
approximation for this temperature range.

As the final decision about the HTF will also depend on other systems like the Thermal Energy Storage
(TES), two different oils were used in these calculations (see Section 3.3). In any case, the velocity of
the oil within the receiver is set to 1 m/s to avoid fouling.
These results plotted in Fig. 7 were correlated to obtain a simplified model that are later used in the
optimization of the field.

Fig. 7. Useful power as a function of the concentrated irradiation for the single-tube receiver and
single-field case.
The simplified equation becomes:
Where:
•
•

𝑄𝑄̇𝑢𝑢 [𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘] = 0.9176 · 𝑄𝑄̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 [𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘] − (0.0091 · 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 [º𝐶𝐶] − 1.2466)

𝑄𝑄̇𝑢𝑢 (kW) is the useful heat transferred to the HTF;
𝑄𝑄̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (kW) is the irradiation flux concentrated on the receiver.

(12)

The variations on thermal performance (thermal efficiency) between the two HTF are negligible so
there is not any correction factor in the model for any of the fluids.
The thermal performance is also represented in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Thermal performance as a function of the concentrated irradiation for the single-tube
receiver and single field case.
3.1.4. Two semi-fields case
For the two semi-fields case the diameter of the receiver tube is 70 mm. As in the previous case, the
velocity of the oil within the receiver is set to 1 m/s to avoid fouling. The equivalent heat transfer
coefficients obtained for the model are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Equivalent heat transfer coefficients for the model used for the two semi-fields case
Type of
operation

Wind
velocity
(m/s)

Equivalent heat transfer coefficients

<0.5

ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0

Evacuated
tube
≥0.5

𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 1.33 ∙ 10−4 ∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 273.15) + 0.0346
ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0

0.01549
𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0.0001166 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 273.15) +

1
0.00324
27.58 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

As in the previous case, this model was used to evaluate the thermal performance for different
moments along the whole year. Assumptions are the same as in previous Section.
These results are plotted in Fig. 9 and then correlated to obtain a simplified model that is used in the
optimization of the field.
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Fig. 9. Useful power as a function of the concentrated irradiation for the single-tube receiver and
two semi-fields case.
The simplified equation becomes:
𝑄𝑄̇𝑢𝑢 [𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘] = 0.921 · 𝑄𝑄̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 [𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘] − (0.0005 · 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 [º𝐶𝐶] − 0.607)

(13)

The thermal performance is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Thermal performance as a function of the concentrated irradiation for the single-tube
receiver and two semi -field case.
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3.1.5. Results comparison
Fig. 11 shows the performance of both receivers at the considered temperature range of operation in
terms of useful power versus concentrated irradiation. It is observed that the performance of the
single-tube is slightly higher in the single-field case than in the two semi-fields one. However, the
differences are not significant, so the final decision on the arrangement should mainly depend on the
optical performance.

Fig. 11. Useful power as a function of the concentrated irradiation for the single-field and two semifields cases.

3.2. Multi-tube receiver
3.2.1. Thermal model of the multi-tube receiver
The multi-tube receiver consists of several tubes usually placed into a trapezoidal cavity. Fig. 12 shows
a scheme of this configuration. Although the single-tube receiver is the most widespread design for
LFCs, there are also interesting cases using multi-tube ones, like Kimberlina and Dhursar plants [7].

Fig. 12. Cross section of a multi-tube Fresnel receiver with the subscripts that identify each surface of
the receiver. (1) heat transfer fluid; (2) absorber tube inner surface; (3) absorber tube outer
surface; (4) ambient (Source: [8]).
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The multi-receiver is modelled as a two-dimensional thermal resistance model. This type of model
takes into account the heat transfer through all the elements in a cross section by conventional
correlations for conduction, convection and radiation; and the heat balance for the working fluid along
the flow direction. The simulation model was implemented in Matlab [9]. Fig. 12 also shows the heat
transfer in a cross section.
The concentrated solar radiation directly impinges onto the tubes. Most of this radiation is absorbed
and transferred firstly by conduction through the tube thickness, and then by convection to the Heat
Transfer Fluid.
On the other hand, as the tube outer wall is usually at higher temperature than ambient, there are
some heat losses through convection and radiation to the environment. At this regard, the effect of
the cavity (that holds the tubes) on these losses is considered.
The equation system that governs the heat transfer consists of the different heat balances at each
surface of the receiver cross-section. The subscripts in equations below correspond to the surfaces
numbered in Fig. 12.
𝑄𝑄̇12𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑄𝑄̇23𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑄𝑄̇3𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑄𝑄̇23𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑄𝑄̇34𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑄𝑄̇34𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(14)
(15)

𝑄𝑄̇𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝑄𝑄̇34𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑄𝑄̇34𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(16)

1
𝑄𝑄̇12𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑚𝑚̇ · �(ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) + · (𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 2 − 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 2 )�

(17)

The receiver tube is divided into segments of the same length, n, namely the Heat Tube Elements (HTE).
The heat balance equation for the working fluid flowing through each HTE is:
2

In Eq. (17), 𝑚𝑚̇ (kg/s) is the mass flow rate; h (J/kg) and u (m/s) are the HTF specific enthalpy and velocity,
respectively. The subscript “in” is referred to the HTE inlet, and the subscript “out” is referred to the
HTE outlet.
In Eq. (14), 𝑄𝑄̇12𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (W) is the heat transferred to the HTF flowing through the tubes by convection.
The convective heat transfer coefficient is calculated with the Gnielinski’s correlation [10].

In Eq. (15), 𝑄𝑄̇3𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (W) is the heat absorbed by the tube from the solar radiation, and is treated as a
heat flux onto the surface according to the following:
𝑄𝑄̇3𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝛼𝛼23 · 𝑄𝑄̇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(18)

where 𝑄𝑄̇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (W) is the incident solar radiation flux onto the receiver and α23 is the solar
absorptance of the tube.

Finally, the total heat losses are calculated by Eq. (16). The total radiation heat loss is the sum of the
solar and infrared radiosity leaving each surface [11]. And the total convection heat loss is calculated
by Clausing’s correlation [12].

The global energy efficiency of the receiver is calculated as below:
𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡ℎ = 𝑄𝑄̇

𝑄𝑄̇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

= 𝑄𝑄̇

𝑄𝑄̇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 +𝑄𝑄̇𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

where 𝑄𝑄̇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 is the heat gain by the oil along the multi-tube receiver, defined as below:
𝑄𝑄̇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = 𝑚𝑚̇ · ∑𝑗𝑗 𝑄𝑄̇12𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑗𝑗

(19)

(20)

The thermal model described in this section is used for sizing the receiver and to simulate of the multitube receiver at the design point conditions.
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3.2.2. Definition of the design point
In this case study, the SunDial is located in a metallurgical industry in Iasi (Romania). The design point
is set at 21st March at solar noon. The Direct Normal Irradiation (DNI) has been taken as 700 W/m2.
This value is lower than design values for other locations with higher global irradiation, and it was
adopted in order to size the SunDial in a conservative design. As a first step, it was thought that the
SunDial could work in two operating modes: once-trough and recirculation mode. This first design is
referred to the once trough mode. In this case, at nominal conditions the inlet/outlet temperature
to/from the receiver are 220 °C and 240 °C, respectively. These conditions are shown in the table
below.
Table 6. Design point conditions for the SunDial located in Romania (Once-through mode).
Location (latitude, longitude)
Romania (47°10'N 27°37'E)
Day and hour
21st March, 12:00 solar time
2
Direct Normal Irradiation, DNI (W/m )
700
Ambient temperature (°C)
25
Sky temperature (°C)
15
Wind velocity (m/s)
3
Min/Max temperature solar loop (°C)
220 / 240
3.2.3. Fluid flow layout design
The tube arrangement and the fluid flow layout on the absorber plane is designed to meet the
symmetry of the solar flux map. The solar flux map at the design point is shown in Fig. 13. This flux
map has been obtained by an own developed software based on the Monte Carlo raytracing method,
that has been validated in previous works [13][14][15] and adapted for this case study as described in
Section 4.

Fig. 13. Concentrated solar flux (kW/m2) on the receiver’s plane for SunDial in Romania, at the design
point (21st March, 12:00 solar hour) (Source [8])
The three criteria for the basic design are the following [8]:
•
•

The HTF circulation is arranged to meet the symmetry of the solar image at the design point.
In this way, two circuits are defined: the total fluid flow is divided into two flows, entering the
receiver through the side tubes, and leaving from the central ones, as depicted in Fig. 14.
The HTF circulates from the zone of lower flux density to the higher density. In this way, the
temperature difference in the heat transfer is lower, and the exergy loss is also lower.
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•

In order to increase the velocity, and thus the heat transfer, in the tubes where the solar flux
is higher, the diameter of the central tubes is smaller than the side tubes one.

Besides, the bundle of tubes should match to the width and length of the solar flux map.
These criteria lead to the fluid flow layout shown in Fig. 14. It is interesting to compare this figure to
Fig. 13, in order to check that symmetry criterion and adaptation to higher/lower flux densities are
matched.

Fig. 14. Fluid flow layout for the four tubes and two circuits of the receiver design proposed.
(Source [8])
3.2.4. Material and tube sizing
The material selected for the tubes is a ferritic alloy stainless steel (SA335 P22). There is not any
commercial selective coating for tubes that withstands high temperature and does not degrade in air.
For that reason, the tubes should be coated with pyromark paint, achieving a solar absorptivity equal
to 0.96 and a thermal emissivity of 0.88.
The tube diameters are calculated with an optimization process based on an exergy analysis, that is
explained in [8]. As result, the commercial tube diameters for the side tubes and the central tubes are
2-1/4” BWG 18 (do/di = 57.1mm/54.7mm) and 1-1/2” BWG 18 (do/di = 38.1mm/35.6mm),
respectively.
3.2.5. Numerical simulation of the multi-tube receiver in once-through mode
In this Section, the multi-tube receiver is analysed considering a once-through circulation. In such a
case, the oil entering to the Sundial is directly sent to the receiver. Likewise, once the oil is heated, it
directly exits the Sundial. The simulation results at the design point conditions are shown in Table 7
and Fig. 15.
Table 7. Simulation at nominal conditions of the multi-tube
ASTEP receiver (Once-through mode).
Mass flow (kg/s)
0.4
Inlet temperature (°C)
220
Outlet temperature (°C)
240
Pressure drop (kPa)
0.183
Qloss (kWth)
6.4
Qincident (kWth)
26.8
Qgain (kWth)
20.4
Energy efficiency (%)
76
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Temperature and pressure evolution of oil along the absorber tube pass
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Fig. 15. Temperature and pressure evolution of the oil through an absorber tube pass.
In Table 7, Qloss is the heat loss by the receiver, defined by Eq. (16); Qgain is the heat gain by the oil,
Eq. (20); and the energy efficiency is defined in Eq. (19).
The temperature evolution is rather linear, although temperature increase is greater in the central
tube compared to the side one. This is due to higher solar flux in the area, as seen in Fig. 13. Pressure
drop is small, as the tube length is short.
3.2.6. Numerical simulation of the multi-tube receiver in recirculation mode
In a second approach, the recirculation model was considered. In this case, the minimum velocity of
the oil through the tubes is set to 1 m/s to ensure a correct cooling, and different outlet temperatures
are obtained. Therefore, there is a recirculation loop inside the Sundial to ensure the correct velocity.
Moreover, in order to simplify the design, the diameters of all tubes, central and side ones, are the
same, so all tubes are equal and the variable to be optimized was the absorber surface wide. Results
of these simulations are shown in Table 8 and Table 9.
Table 8. Energy efficiency of the multi-tube ASTEP receiver (Recirculation mode).

Absorber surface width (m)

Energy_eff

0.1
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.2

300

0.599
0.588
0.576
0.560
0.545
0.529
0.513
0.496
0.479
0.460
0.441

350

0.657
0.647
0.636
0.623
0.610
0.596
0.583
0.568
0.553
0.537
0.521

400

0.700
0.692
0.682
0.670
0.658
0.647
0.635
0.622
0.608
0.595
0.580

450

0.734
0.726
0.717
0.707
0.696
0.686
0.675
0.664
0.652
0.639
0.627

500

0.761
0.754
0.746
0.736
0.727
0.717
0.707
0.697
0.686
0.675
0.664

550

DNI (W/m2)

0.783
0.776
0.769
0.760
0.751
0.743
0.734
0.724
0.715
0.705
0.694
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600

0.801
0.795
0.788
0.780
0.772
0.764
0.756
0.747
0.738
0.729
0.719

650

0.817
0.811
0.805
0.797
0.789
0.782
0.774
0.766
0.758
0.750
0.741

700

0.830
0.825
0.819
0.812
0.804
0.798
0.790
0.783
0.775
0.767
0.759

750

0.842
0.836
0.831
0.824
0.817
0.811
0.804
0.797
0.790
0.783
0.775

800

0.852
0.847
0.841
0.835
0.829
0.823
0.816
0.810
0.803
0.796
0.789

850

0.861
0.856
0.851
0.845
0.839
0.833
0.827
0.821
0.814
0.808
0.801

900

0.869
0.864
0.859
0.853
0.848
0.842
0.837
0.831
0.825
0.818
0.812
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Table 9. Heat gain of the multi-tube ASTEP receiver (Recirculation mode).

Width (m)

Q_gain
(W)

0.1
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.2

300
5.22
5.43
5.58
5.62
5.63
5.62
5.58
5.49
5.38
5.24
5.07

350
6.68
6.98
7.20
7.29
7.36
7.39
7.39
7.33
7.25
7.13
6.98

400
8.14
8.52
8.82
8.97
9.08
9.16
9.19
9.17
9.12
9.02
8.88

450

9.60
10.06
10.43
10.64
10.80
10.93
11.00
11.01
10.98
10.91
10.79

500

11.05
11.60
12.05
12.31
12.52
12.70
12.81
12.86
12.85
12.80
12.70

550

12.51
13.15
13.67
13.98
14.25
14.47
14.62
14.70
14.72
14.69
14.61

DNI (W/m2)

600

13.97
14.69
15.29
15.66
15.97
16.24
16.43
16.54
16.59
16.58
16.52

650

15.43
16.23
16.90
17.33
17.69
18.00
18.24
18.38
18.46
18.47
18.42

700

16.88
17.78
18.52
19.00
19.41
19.77
20.04
20.22
20.33
20.36
20.33

750

18.34
19.32
20.14
20.67
21.14
21.54
21.85
22.06
22.19
22.25
22.24

800

19.80
20.86
21.75
22.34
22.86
23.31
23.66
23.90
24.06
24.14
24.15

850

21.25
22.40
23.37
24.02
24.58
25.08
25.47
25.74
25.93
26.03
26.05

900

22.71
23.95
24.99
25.69
26.30
26.85
27.28
27.58
27.80
27.92
27.96

3.2.7. Thermal losses characterization for the receiver by regression correlations
Once the performance of the multi-tube receiver is assessed, a correlation for the thermal losses can
be obtained, which can be used during the optimization of the solar field. The behaviour of the heat
losses can be accurately approximated by a polynomial like equation:
𝑞𝑞̇ ′𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �𝑊𝑊�𝑚𝑚� = (𝑝𝑝10 · 𝑢𝑢𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 − 𝑝𝑝10′) · ∆𝑇𝑇 + 𝑝𝑝01 · 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝20 · ∆𝑇𝑇 2 + 𝑝𝑝11 · 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 · ∆𝑇𝑇 + 𝑝𝑝02 · 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 2

(21)

A matrix was calculated for DNI ranging between 300 W/m2 and 900 W/m2, the outer tube
temperature from 150 °C to 300 °C; and wind velocity between 1m/s and 9 m/s.
The expressions are different for side tubes and central tubes, as heat losses are also different.
3.2.7.1. Side tubes heat loss
Linear model Poly22: f(x,y) = p00 + p10·x + p01·y + p20·x2 + p11·x·y + p02·y2
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
•
•
•
•
•
•

p00 = 0 (fixed at bound);
p10 = 0.2973 (0.2951, 0.2994);
p01 = -0.001457 (-0.002075, -0.0008394);
p20 = 0.0006766 (0.0006661, 0.0006872);
p11 = 8.254e-06 (5.272e-06, 1.124e-05);
p02 = -4.417e-08 (-3.297e-07, 2.413e-07).

Linear regression has been calculated by means of the optimization toolbox of Matlab [9].

Fig. 16. Curve fitting for the linear regression. Side tube heat loss.
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Goodness of fit:
•
•
•
•

SSE: 209.8;
R-square: 0.9994;
Adjusted R-square: 0.9994;
RMSE: 0.5506.

3.2.7.2. Central tubes heat loss
Linear model Poly22: f(x,y) = p00 + p10·x + p01·y + p20·x2 + p11·x·y + p02·y2
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
•
•
•
•
•
•

p00 = 0 (fixed at bound);
p10 = 0.1604 (0.16, 0.1609);
p01 = -0.0004661 (-0.0006115, -0.0003208);
p20 = 0.0008497 (0.0008476, 0.0008518);
p11 = 2.57e-06 (1.878e-06, 3.262e-06);
p02 = -1.524e-08 (-9.175e-08, 6.127e-08).

Linear regression has been calculated by means of the optimization toolbox of Matlab [9].

Fig. 17. Curve fitting for the linear regression. Central tube heat loss.
Goodness of fit:
•
•
•
•

SSE: 9.501;
R-square: 1;
Adjusted R-square: 1;
RMSE: 0.1172.

3.3. Heat Transfer Fluid Selection
Due to the range of working temperatures, the best HTF candidate for the ASTEP concept is a thermal
oil. There are three types of thermal oils: synthetic oils (temperature range from 12 °C to 400 °C
approximately); mineral oils (temperature range from -10 °C to 300 °C approximately); and silicone oils
(temperature range from -40 °C to 400 °C approximately). As maximum temperatures for this case
study are well below 300 °C, two suitable synthetic oils are Therminol 55 and Therminol 59, with
working temperature range from -28 °C to 315 °C and -49 °C to 315 °C, respectively. As said in [16],
both are used in moderate-temperature applications. These synthetic oils are designed for use in non-
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pressurized/low-pressure, indirect heating systems. They deliver efficient, dependable, uniform
process heat with no need for high pressures. Their performance benefits are:
•
•
•

Long Life;
Excellent resistance to fouling;
Excellent Low-Temperature Pumpability.

Fig. 18 shows the temperature ranges for different synthetic oils and for Therminol 55 and
Therminol 59 (Source [16]).

Fig. 18. Working temperature range for different synthetic oils and Therminol 55 and Therminol 59
(Source: [16]).
During the early stages of the basic design, the Therminol 55 was selected as the HTF. Afterwards,
since the minimum temperatures in Iasi can be below -15 °C many days of winter [17], the fluid finally
selected was Therminol 59, despite its slightly higher cost, due to its wider operating range at low
temperatures and its better viscosity at cold start-ups.
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4. Mirrors field
4.1. Mechanical analysis of the mirrors
4.1.1. Shape of the primary reflectors
Primary mirrors will be based on regular flat thin mirrors that will be bent by two opposed bending
moments at both transversal edges of the reflecting surface. However, the bending moment will not
be the only acting force, as thin mirrors might deform due to their own weight.
The shape of mirrors has a major impact on the flux intensity at the receiver and on the optical losses.
Thus, this shape should be predicted, and the deflection equation of each mirror should be introduced
in the Monte Carlo Ray Tracing code.
Opposed bending moments 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 at both edges of the mirrors lead to the following relations for the local
bending moment, 𝑀𝑀, deflection, 𝑤𝑤, and the angle that the bent mirrors subtend with the original flat
surface, 𝜃𝜃3.
𝑀𝑀 = 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏
(22)
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 𝐿𝐿2
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
−
(𝐿𝐿 −
8𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
2𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑀𝑀
𝜃𝜃 = 2𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 (𝐿𝐿 − 2𝑥𝑥)

𝑤𝑤 =

𝑥𝑥)

(23)

(24)

where 𝐿𝐿 is the width of the mirror, 𝐸𝐸 the Young’s modulus (70 GPa in accordance with
European standards), 𝐼𝐼 is the second moment of area of the mirror’s cross section (per length unit)
and 𝑥𝑥 is the transversal position (the left edge of the mirror leads to 𝑥𝑥 = 0 and the right edge to 𝑥𝑥 =
𝐿𝐿). The second moment of area per length unit for a rectangular beam results:
ℎ3

𝐼𝐼 = 12

(25)

One can observe that two opposed bending moments lead to a parabolic shape, which would be a
desired output. Unfortunately, the own weight of mirrors will introduce and extra deformation:
5𝑞𝑞𝐿𝐿4

𝑤𝑤 = 384𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 −
𝜃𝜃 =

𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞
(𝐿𝐿 − 𝑥𝑥)
2
𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞
(𝑥𝑥 3 − 2𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 2 + 𝐿𝐿3 )
24𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
3
2
3

𝑀𝑀 =

𝑞𝑞
(4𝑥𝑥
24𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

− 6𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 + 𝐿𝐿 )

(26)
(27)
(28)

where 𝑞𝑞 is the distributed load due to the mirror own weight.
First, the adequate bending moments at the edges of the mirror should be selected. In order to do so,
we can assume that the reference shape is an arc of radius 𝑅𝑅. Two options arise:
•
•

A couple of bending moments such that the maximum deflection is the same as in the
reference arc.
A couple of bending moments such that the maximum slope deviation compared to the
reference is minimized.

Finally, the maximum tensing stress at the mirror due to both own weight and couple of bending
moments should be considered. If this stress exceeds the tensile strength, which is around 40 MPa for
annealed glass and 120-200MPa for toughened glass 4, the glass will shatter. Assuming simple or
symmetrical bending, the tensile stress experienced by the mirror at both surfaces results:
𝜎𝜎 =

𝑀𝑀·ℎ�2
𝐼𝐼

(29)

Mirrors are considered to have an infinite length related to their width, with forces and bending moments
equally distributed along their width. Therefore, they are assumed as beams, where bending moments and forces
refer to one longitudinal unit.
4
https://www.structuralglass.org/single-post/2016/11/26/Glass-Physical-Properties
3
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For the sake of an example, results for mirrors 3 mm thick are presented for two cases: mirror widths
of 50 cm and 1 m, where radius of the reference arc is 4.5 m in the former and 9 m in the latter, i.e.
the same transversal field shape is assumed. First, the geometric variables are presented for both
cases.

(a) Local mirror deflection for 50 cm width

(c) Local mirror slope for 50 cm width

(b) Local mirror deflection for 100 cm width

(d) Local mirror slope for 100 cm width

(f) Local slope deviation for 100 cm width
(e) Local slope deviation for 50 cm width
Fig. 19. Mirror deflection deformation for widths of 50 cm and 1 m.
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Narrow mirrors lead to lower slope deviations due to the effect introduced by their own weight. In the
case of 1 m wide mirrors, maximum slope deviations would be around 2.5-5 mrad. Assuming that the
receiver is at 4.5 m from the mirror (half the arc radius, where the mirror focus is located), the deviation
of the reflected beam (collimated beam is assumed) at the receiver would be 2.2-4.6 cm. Therefore, if
a single-tube receiver is used, its diameter should be 4.4-9.2 cm in order to avoid losses due the shape
of the mirror with our bending system. If 50 cm wide mirrors are used instead, slope deviation due to
own weight would be negligible.
Finally, it should be assessed which is the correct bending moment to be applied at the edges of the
mirror. When its value minimizes slope deviations, this error is reduced by 2 compared to the slope
deviation obtained for same deflection as in the reference arc. However, it must be observed that
slope deviations in the central part of the mirror are lower for the latter case. One must note that local
deformations due to the application of the bending forces have not been considered; these
deformations would be close to the mirror edges and, thus, slope deviations in this area cannot be
ensured.
Regarding the risk of shattering, the resulting local tensile stress is depicted bellow:

(b) Local tensile stress for 100 cm width
(a) Local tensile stress for 50 cm width
Fig. 20. Local tensile stress for widths of 50 cm and 1 m.
One can observe that the tensile stress due to the glass own weight is negligible for narrow mirrors,
whereas it is very important when the mirror is wider. Nevertheless, maximum tensile stress is doubled
when the width of the mirror is reduced from 1 m to 50 cm.
Finally, the bending moments to be applied at the edges of the mirror should be considered, as this
will require the development of bending mechanism.
Table 10. Bending moments required.
Same deflection
Minimum slope deviation

50 cm width - 4.5 m radius
33.1 Nm/m
33.3 Nm/m

100 cm width - 9 m radius
9.9 Nm/m
10.6 Nm/m

It is observed that the bending moment requirement increases importantly when the width of mirrors
is reduced. In order to apply a bending moment of 10-30 Nm/m, several cm from the mirror edge might
be required and, therefore, mirrors cannot be too narrow.
A parametric analysis has been developed to establish the design window in terms of mirror width and
glass thickness. Results are presented only for the case of same deflection as the reference arc.
Considering widths between 10 cm and 1.5 m and thicknesses from 2 to 6 mm, required bending
moment, maximum tensile stress and maximum slope deviation are as follows:
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(a) Required bending moment

(b) Maximum tensile stress

(c) Maximum slope deviation
Fig. 21. Design window for the primary mirrors’ width and thickness.
Regarding the required bending moments, one can observe that thicknesses above 4 mm would lead
to bending moments above 50 Nm/m even for relatively wide mirrors. For the case of very thin mirrors,
even negative bending moments might be required in order to reduce the bending effect of the mirror
own weight.
In what refers to the maximum tensile stresses at the central part area of the mirror, one may observe
that the thicker the glass, the higher the stress. The limit should be established between 20 and 30
MPa, and so thick mirrors are only possible for the case of wide mirrors.
On the other hand, maximum slope deviation is reduced when thick mirrors are used, as the effect of
the own weight becomes less important. Therefore, a final analysis is required to determine which is
the glass thickness that leads to the lower tensile stress and required bending moment for a given
value of slope deviation. Results are depicted in the next figure:
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(a) Required bending moment

(b) Maximum tensile stress

(c) Required mirror width
Fig. 22. Mechanical requirements for different values of slope deviation target.
One can observe that mechanical requirements are lower for thinner mirrors, both in terms of bending
moment and tensile stress. Same values of slope deviation are obtained with wider mirrors in the case
of thick mirrors.
4.1.2. Bending moment limit due to local stress
Previous section leads to a maximum bending moment in order to avoid mirror break at its central
stream due to tensile stresses. However, it might happen that the mirror breaks on the lateral streams,
where the grippers apply the bending moments.
A number of bending limit tests have been developed, where the bending moment is increased until
the mirror breaks. In these tests, the mirror deflection is measured until the mirror breaks. A result of
the test after the mirror breaks can be observed in Fig. 23.
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Fig. 23. Picture of a bending moment limit test.
It is observed that the breaking starts at the point where the gripper applies the downwards force.
Therefore, one can conclude that the bending moment limit is due to local stresses around the point
where the bending moment is applied, and not to the tensile stress at the central stream given by
deflection. In these tests, the focal distance prior to mirror breaking was around 1.7 m, i.e., a curvature
of 3.4 m, which is not enough for focusing at 4.5 m. The bending moment that leads to this curvature,
for a 1 m wide and 3 mm thick mirror, can be obtained from the analytical study developed in Section
4.1, which is 39 Nm. In order to ensure that the mirror does not break, this moment is limited to 30 Nm.
As the distance between the two contact points in the gripper (with antagonist forces) is 100 mm, one
can conclude that the limiting applied force is around 300 N. This limit will be used in the numerical
field optimization for 1 m wide mirrors. Nevertheless, if mirrors are narrower, the gripper should be
also narrower to limit the relative importance of the lateral streams, where a constant bending
moment is not applied. Therefore, it is assumed that the grippers’ size is proportional to the mirror’s
width. Therefore, the bending moment limit that ensures no failure due to local tensile stress is:
where 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 is given in meters.

𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 30 ⋅ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 Nm

(30)

4.2. Reflecting surface optical characteristics

The assessment of the optical performance of the reflecting surface is compulsory to design the solar
field. Regular 3 mm thick mirrors were selected, and three 10 x 10 cm2 samples were sent to be tested
at the Optical Aging Characterization Laboratory, DLR, in Planta Solar de Almería. Two different
characterization methods were used:
•
•
•

Spectral and solar-weighted hemispherical reflectance, ρλ,h and ρs,h, measured with integrating
sphere.
Monochromatic near-specular reflectance, ρλ,φ, measured with D&S.
Spectral and solar-weighted near-specular reflectance, ρλ,φ and ρs,φ, measured with S2R.

The first method uses an incidence angle of 8o. It concludes that the solar-weighted hemispherical
reflectance for this incidence angle is 0.835, where the measured hemispherical reflectance spectra of
the three samples in the solar wavelength range [320,2500] nm is presented in Fig. 24.
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Fig. 24. Hemispherical reflectance spectra, θi=8°.
The second method measures, for λ = 660 nm and θi = 15°, the reflectance with acceptance angles of
7.5 mrad, 12.5 mrad and 23 mrad. The results show that the reflectance is 0.877 for the three
acceptance angles, which implies that the standard deviation of the flat mirror is below 1.25 mrad, i.e.,
no scattering effects can be appreciated.
Regarding the last method, first, the near-normal solar-weighted near-specular reflectance for θi = 10°.
Again, very low scattering effects can be appreciated.

Fig. 25. Near-normal solar-weighted near-specular reflectance. The solar-weighted hemispherical
reflectance is indicated as red line.
However, one must consider that there might be installation and tracking errors. In addition, the
bending moment is not applied linearly along the lateral streams, but punctually in given points.
Therefore, in the numeric solar field optimization it is assumed that the normal vector to the mirror
makes an angle with the theoretical normal vector obtained in Section 4.1 with a Gaussian distribution
of standard deviation 7.5 mrad.
Finally, the variation of the solar-weighted near-specular reflectance versus the incidence angle is
obtained. At this regard, the reflectivity decreases importantly when the incidence angle is increased
as a result of the longer path of the energy beam within the glass, which is proportional to 1/ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 θ𝑖𝑖 .
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Fig. 26. Solar-weighted near-specular reflectance against incidence angle θi.
Three points have been used to obtain an estimation of the specular reflectance as a function of the
incidence angle, which results:
ρ = 0.8493 −

4.3. Analytic design of the solar field.

0.1696
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 θ𝑖𝑖

(31)

The optimization of linear Fresnel collector systems involves a large amount of design variables to be
selected so that the performance is maximized. In order to reduce the number of the design variables
and to make the optimization faster, an analytical methodology is firstly implemented, which is
described in sections below.
4.3.1. Transversal section layout.
In the two-axis SunDial concentrator, where the sun is always within the transversal plane of the solar
field, mirrors are not located symmetrically about the central plane. Furthermore, as the sun is never
on the transversal plane culmination, the optimum receiver location is not within the central plane.
Therefore, the receiver is tilted towards the field and four variables are required to define the receiver:
receiver height, 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟 , receiver transversal location from the mirror field central plane, 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟 , receiver tilt
(for multitube receivers), τ𝑟𝑟 , and receiver width, 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟 , see Fig. 27. Regarding the mirrors field, for each
mirror, the transversal location, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , height, 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 , and width, 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 , must be selected. Therefore, the number
of variables to be selected in the design is 3 ⋅ 𝑛𝑛 + 4, where 𝑛𝑛 is the number of mirrors. However, it is
decided to place all mirror rotating axis in the same plane, which implies that, for a given field tilt, τ𝑓𝑓 ,
the height of each mirror can be obtained from its transversal location.
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Fig. 27. Definition of the transversal layout of the concentrator.
4.3.2. Minimization of the design variables.
In order to reduce the computational cost of the optical design optimization, the methodology
presented by Abbas et al. [18][19] is followed and, more specifically, the design with constant width of
mirrors and variable shift between mirrors is used. That is to say, the width of all mirrors is maintained
constant to reduce costs, but the shift between them is optimized analytically so that shading and
blocking losses are equilibrated for all mirrors. Therefore, the location and width of all mirrors is
𝑤𝑤
defined by the following variables: the number of mirrors, 𝑛𝑛, the relative field width, 𝑓𝑓, the filling
𝑧𝑧
factor, 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 =

𝑛𝑛⋅𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖
,
𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓

the relative transversal

2𝑥𝑥
receiver location, 𝑟𝑟,
𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓

𝑟𝑟

and field tilt, τ𝑓𝑓 . Also, the optimum tilt

of the receiver can be obtained analytically by establishing that the intercept factor is the same for the
two edges of the field.
In addition to the transversal design variables, the length of the field and receiver, 𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 , is another
variable to be optimized. On the other hand, from a parametric study it has been decided to use a field
tilt of 5o, which leads to high performance improvements with limited increases in the height of mirrors
and receiver/s. Therefore, the following variables are included in numeric field optimization:
•
•
•
•

Number of mirrors, 𝑛𝑛.
Receiver height, 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟 .
Field width, 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 .
Filling factor, 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 .

•

Relative receiver location,

•
•

Field length, 𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 .
Receiver width 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟 .

2𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟
.
𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓

4.4. Numeric design of the solar field
4.4.1. Methodology
The design of the solar field is obtained by means of a Monte Carlo Ray Tracing code developed at
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) and validated in different articles [20][21]. This code is
specific for linear collectors and enables the use of non-polynomic shapes of mirrors and receivers.
The model has been updated to include the following features:
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•
•

Deflection of mirrors owing to lateral bending moment and own weight, as specified in Section
4.1.
Three-dimensional effects, so that the solar flux print is obtained along and across the receiver.

The design of the field follows the flowchart depicted in Fig. 28. A guess value for the required
reflecting surface is required. For this input, the design variables are optimized so that the yearly net
thermal power is maximized. This leads to an estimation of the yearly thermal production that is
compared to the project’s target (KPI 5). If the estimated value is sufficiently close to the target, the
optimization ends; otherwise, the reflecting surface is updated.
The optimization of the solar field design for a given reflecting surface is carried out by means the
simplex search method of Lagarias et al. [22].

Fig. 28. Solar field optimization flowchart.
In this optimization flowchart, the number of variables optimized by direct search method is limited.
Other variables, such as the number of mirrors, and the field length and receiver width in some cases,
are given as input. If required, a parametric analysis of these fixed variables is carried out.
The estimated yearly thermal power production is obtained by integrating along the year the
difference between the concentrated solar flux at the receiver and the thermal power losses estimated
by the models described in Section 3. This is done considering the following assumptions:
•
•

Standard deviation of the normal vector to the mirror at each point: 7.5 mrad (see Section
4.2).
Mirror shape given by the analytical estimation for a bending moment at its edges, (see
Section 4.1.).
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Bending moment applied to obtain a curvature radius close to twice the distance to the
receiver, with a maximum value of 30 ⋅ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 Nm.
Simulations carried out every hour along a year for the solar data provided in WP2.
100,000 energy beams traced per simulation.
Receiver divided transversally (or circumferentially) in 24 elements.
Receiver divided longitudinally in elements 25 cm long.
Sunshape distribution given by Buie’s model [23] with a constant circumsolar ratio of 0.05.

Given a number of mirrors and provided that the Sundial should collect 25 MWh yearly (KPI 5), the
solar field is optimized with the constraint of obtaining a net thermal energy of 27.8 MWh (13.9 MWh
per field in the case of the two-field optimization) while the thermal losses in different components of
the ASTEP system -HTF tubes, thermal storage units, etc.- are assumed to be 10%.
4.4.2. Single-field and multi-tube receiver
For a multi-tube receiver, the location of each tube must be decided. However, for the sake of
simplicity, the receiver is assumed to be a plane in a first approximation. As the tubes can be
manufactured specifically for this project, there is no limitation neither on the width of receiver nor
on its length (and thus the length of field).
From the study of the thermal performance developed in Section 3.2, it was assumed that the
absorptivity of the tubes is 0.96, whereas, considering the model for thermal losses presented in
Section 3.2.7 for 240 oC, they become:
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
𝑄𝑄̇loss = (5.87 ⋅ 10−3 + 37.0 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟 − 34.3 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟2 ) 9.25

(32)

The optimization is carried out for numbers of mirrors from 6 to 10. The field tilt is assumed to be 5o
and the receiver tilt is optimized analytically. Therefore, for each number of mirrors, the variables to
be optimized are:
•
•

Receiver height, 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟 ;
Filling factor, 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ;

•

Relative receiver location,

•
•

Field length, 𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ;
Receiver width 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟 .

2𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟
;
𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓

Finally, the field width, 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 , is obtained so that the target reflecting surface is achieved for each
simulation. Fig. 29 depicts the results of the size of the field for different parameters: reflecting
surface width (𝑛𝑛 ⋅ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ), field width, field length, receiver height and receiver width. All results are in
given m, except for the receiver width, which is in cm.

Fig. 29. Results from the optimization for multi-tube receiver: size of the field.
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One can observe that, when the number of mirrors increases, the width of the field must also increase
but its length decreases. This is since the width of mirrors must be within a range: if mirrors are too
narrow, then grippers are also narrow and the mirror’s curvature is limited, i.e., the distance to the
receiver must be high. On the other hand, when mirrors become too wide, the effect of the own weight
becomes more important and, therefore, the shape of the mirrors are not close to arcs of
circumference.
As the reflecting surface width increases with the number of mirrors, their length must decrease in
order to maintain the total reflecting surface within the range that achieves the target yearly thermal
production. It is important to point out that it is convenient to equilibrate transversal and longitudinal
lengths to minimize that the total diameter of the platform. Therefore, it seems the 8 mirrors is the
best option.
Also, one can observe that the receiver width increases with the number of mirrors. Indeed, higher
field widths lead to longer distances from the furthest mirrors to the receiver and, therefore, the
receiver width must increase. Regarding the receiver height, it does not vary importantly for different
number of mirrors.
Probably, the most important results from the simulations are not the lengths and widths, but the total
reflecting surface and the total field surface required (size of the platform). The former is proportional
to the surfaces of mirror to be acquired, but also to the cost of the holding elements. On the other
hand, the latter is proportional to the surface required by the end-user to install the ASTEP system.
The relation between the reflecting surface and the field surface is given by the filling factor. High filling
factor leads to small rotating platforms. Fig. 30 depicts the optimum values of filling factor, total
reflecting surface and field surface for the optimizations carried out.

(a) Filling factor

(b) Reflecting and total surfaces

Fig. 30. Results from the optimization for multitube receiver: filling factor, total reflecting surface and
total field surface.
One can observe that, although the required reflecting surface decreases with the number of mirrors,
the optimum filling factor also decreases and, thus, the field surface increases. It was observed before
that, as the number of mirrors increases, the optimum field width also increases. The result is further
distances mirror/receiver, which also imply higher shading effects [17]. Therefore, the field surface
increases. When the number of mirrors is low, the effect is the opposite, resulting in small platform
with large mirrors, whereas for 8 mirrors there seems to be an adequate equilibrium. In addition, it
was observed in Fig. 29 that 8 mirrors lead to the most squared platform. Therefore, 8 mirrors design
is selected as the best option for one field with multi-tube receiver.
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Finally, it is important to fix the position and angles of the receiver. Fig. 31 depicts the results for these
variables.

(a) Receiver location

(b) Receiver angles

Fig. 31. Results from the optimization for multi-tube receiver: receiver transversal location and
angles.
One can observe that, as the number of mirrors increases (and so does the width of field), the receiver
optimum location moves toward the edge of the field closer to sun. As a result, the tilt of the receiver
must be higher. Regarding the tilts of the lateral edges of the receiver, they are obtained so that the
reflected sun beams from the furthest points of the field are not blocked by the receiver wings.
Paticularly, the right wing (the closest to the sun) is not very open, as this edge is closer to the end of
the field, whereas the left wing (the farthest from the sun) is more horizontal. The optimum tilt of the
receiver for 8 mirrors is around 30o.
4.4.3. Single-field and single-tube receiver
In the case of single-tube receiver, its width is not a variable to be optimized; instead, standardized
values must be considered. As commented in Section 3.1, in the market there are vacuum receiver
tubes of 70 mm, 80 mm and 90 mm [24]. Similarly, the length of each tube is 4 m and, thus, the length
of solar field must be a multiple number of 4 m. Given the required annual incident energy, and from
the results of Section 4.4.2, a field length of 8 m is considered as a first guess.
Some simulations have been run for an arbitrary squared field, 8 m wide, with mirrors located following
the methodology explained in Section 4.3.2, and for tube diameters of 70, 80 and 90 mm. As a result
of these simulations, it was observed that the effects of lateral losses were too high for 70 mm and
80 mm wide tubes, see Table 11. Therefore, the present study is carried out for 90 mm tubes.
Table 11. Results for a squared single-field (8 m wide) and singletube receive.
Annual optical efficiency
Net annual energy

70 mm tube
42.3 %
20.6 MWh

80 mm tube
45.9 %
22.5 MWh

90 mm tube
48.8 %
24.0 MWh

From the study of the thermal performance developed in Section 3.1, it was assumed that net power
absorbed by the HTF in the range of working temperatures depends on the power impinging onto the
tube as follows, from Eq. (12):
𝑄𝑄̇HTF = 0.8858 · 𝑄𝑄̇irrad − 0.3525

where power values are given in kW.
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First, the optimization is carried out for a number of mirrors from 7 to 9 (6 mirrors is not possible as
the optimization does not lead to any design that achieves the required annual thermal energy). The
field tilt is assumed to be 5o and the receiver tilt is optimized analytically. Therefore, for each number
of mirrors, the variables to be optimized are:
•
•
•

Receiver height, 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟 ;
Filling factor, 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ;

Relative receiver location,

2𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟
.
𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓

Finally, the field width, 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 , is obtained so that the target reflecting surface is achieved for each
simulation. Fig. 32 depicts the results of the size of the field for different parameters: reflecting
surface width (𝑛𝑛 ⋅ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ), field width, receiver height and mirror width, in addition to the optimum filling
factor.

Fig. 32. Results from the optimization for one field 90 m diameter vacuum receiver: size of the field
(left) and filling factor (right).
One can observe that similar results are obtained for 7 and 8 mirrors, although slightly better (lower
total reflecting surface and receiver height) for 7 mirrors. As a result of the previous simulation, it is
concluded that 7 mirrors should be used. However, it has been observed that the optimum filling factor
is very low, 61.1 %, which would lead to a field width of 8.75 m, higher than the length. Therefore, a
parametric analysis is carried out for the filling factor in order to find the effect on the reflecting surface
required when the platform surface is reduced. Fig. 33 depicts the reflecting surface total width, the
field width, the receiver height and the receiver location with the filling factor is varied from the
optimum value (61.1%) to 85%.

Fig. 33. Results of the parametric study of the effect of filling factor increase on field size (left) and
receiver location (right) for the single-field and single-tube 90 mm case.
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One can observe that, as the filling factor increases, the width of the platform can be reduced although
the total reflecting surface slightly increases. Regarding the receiver height, the variation is limited
between 2.44 m and 2.63 m. Finally, one can observe that, when the filling factor is 75% or lower, the
optimum location of the receiver is approximately in the same position (between 0.4 and 0.45 the halfwidth of the field at a side of the field central line). However, when the filling factor becomes higher
shading losses are more important and, thus, the optimum location of the receiver is closer to the
centre of the field to reduce these losses.
From this optimization it is decided that, if a single-field - 90 mm vacuum receiver set is used, a filling
factor of 70% would be selected, as this value leads to a platform width lower than 8 m and, thus, a
squared platform could be used. This leads to the following design variables, see Table 12:
Table 12. Optimized design variables for single field and single-tube receiver
Width (m)

Length (m)

Tilt (o)

Filling factor (m)

Field

7.74

8

5

0.70

Reflecting Surface

5.41

8

(-)

(-)

Mirrors

0.77

8

(-)

(-)

Receiver

0.09

8

28

(-)

Finally, Fig. 34 depicts a scheme of the optimized layout for the single field and single-tube receiver
case. Mirrors located on the lower part (right in the figure) are closer the one to the other, as these
mirrors are less affected by shading between neighboring mirrors. The difference in height between
the receiver and the bottommost mirror is 2.79 m

Fig. 34. Scheme of the optimized layout for the single field and single-tube receiver case.
4.4.4. Two semi-fields and single-tube receiver
As in Section 4.4.3, the width of the receiver cannot be optimized for the collector. Instead, a
standardized receiver is used. In this case, as the field width is half the field width of the previous
section, the optimum standardized receiver diameter is 70 mm.
From the study of the thermal performance developed in Section 3.1, it was assumed that net power
absorbed by the HTF at the considered range of temperatures depends on the power impinging onto
each field receiver tube (𝑄𝑄̇irrad ) as follows, from Eq. (13):
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𝑄𝑄̇HTF = 0.8858 · 𝑄𝑄̇irrad − 0.2742

(34)

where power values are given in kW.

First, the optimization is carried out for numbers of mirrors from 3 to 5 (2 mirrors is not possible as the
optimization does not lead to any design that achieves the required annual thermal energy). The field
tilt is assumed to be 5o and the receiver tilt is optimized analytically. Therefore, for each number of
mirrors, the variables to be optimized are:
•
•
•

Receiver height, 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟 ;
Filling factor, 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ;

Relative receiver location,

2𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟
.
𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓

Finally, the field width, 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 , is obtained so that the target reflecting surface is achieved for each
simulation. Fig. 35Fig. 32 depicts the results of the size of the field for different parameters: reflecting
surface width (𝑛𝑛 ⋅ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ), field width, receiver height and mirror width, in addition to the optimum filling
factor.

Fig. 35. Results from the optimization for the two semi-fields and single-tube 70 m diameter vacuum
receiver: size of the field (left) and filling factor (right).
One can observe that, although the required reflecting surface is very similar for 3 and 4 mirrors per
field, the width of the field is notably lower for 3 mirrors thanks to a higher optimum filling factor
(66.5%). In addition, the optimum height of the receiver is lower for 3 mirrors than for 4 mirrors, which
would ease the construction of the platform. Therefore, the 3 mirrors design is chosen as the optimum
value for each field.
Nevertheless, the width of the field is slightly larger than 4 m, which implies that for both fields the
platform should be larger than 8 m. Therefore, a parametric analysis is carried out for the filling factor
in order to find the effect on the reflecting surface required when the platform surface is reduced. Fig.
36 depicts the reflecting surface total width, the field width, the receiver height and the receiver
location with the filling factor is varied from 65% to 85%.
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Fig. 36. Parametric study results of the effect of filling factor increase on the size of the field (left)
and receiver location (right) for the two semi-fields and single-tube 70 mm case.
One can observe that, as the filling factor increases, the width of the platform can be reduced although
the total reflecting surface slightly increases. Regarding the receiver height, the variation is limited
between 2.04 m and 2.18 m. Finally, the optimum receiver location is always approximately at one
fourth of one side of the field, with very small variations. This implies that, for 3 mirrors, shading losses
are not very important even for filling factors of 0.85.
From this optimization it is decided that, if a two semi-fields - 70 mm vacuum receiver set is used, a
filling factor of 75% would be selected, as this value leads to a gap between both semi-fields of 70 cm
with a platform width lower than 8 m and, thus, a squared platform can be used. This leads to the
following design variables for one field, see Table 13:
Table 13. Optimized design variables for two-fields and single-tube receiver
Width (m) Length (m) Tilt (o)
Filling factor (m)
Field

3.64

8

5

0.75

Reflecting Surface
Mirrors
Receiver

2.74
0.91
0.07

8
8
8

(-)
(-)
37

(-)
(-)
(-)

It must be noted that two fields are to be installed side by side on the platform. Therefore, field and
reflecting surface values por the SunDial platform would be doubled.
Finally, Fig. 37 depicts a scheme of the optimized layout for the single field and single-tube receiver
case. One can observe that mirrors located on the lower part (right in the figure) are closer the one to
the other, as these mirrors are less affected by shading between neighboring mirrors. The difference
in height between the highest receiver and the bottommost mirror is 2.55 m.

Fig. 37. Scheme of the optimized layout for the double field and single-tube receiver case.
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5. Specifications of the final basic design
The study carried out in Section 4.4, based on a numerical ray tracing model and the thermal
performance estimation of solar receivers, has concluded that both designs for single-tube receivers,
i.e. two semi-fields and single-tube receivers; and for single-field and single-tube receiver, are the
designs that minimize the required reflecting surface (44 m2) the size of the platform (8x8 m2).
Therefore, the final decision on the design selection must be done in terms of cost and feasibility.
Regarding costs, the two semi-fields design leads to a total receiver length of 16 m, double than for
the single-field design. On the other hand, the latter leads to one extra mirror line, and thus to one
extra tracking system. The parallel work carried out in T3.6 has concluded that cost of 8 m receiver
length is higher than the cost of an extra tracking system (1600 € only for the receiver tube vs. 1000 €
for one tracking motor).
However, a receiver supplier has been found for 70 mm vacuum tubes that include flanges, secondary
reflector and holding elements. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity in the installation (WP6), it has
been decided to use the two semi-fields and single-tube receivers design.
In addition, for the sake of an easier installation of the receiver, it is decided to slightly change the
design so that its location within the transversal plane is just in the center between the second and
third mirrors of each receiver. As a result, the following locations of mirrors’ rotating axis and receivers’
central axis are obtained:
Table 14. Selected design for AMTP case
Left field

Right field

M1

M2

M3

R

M1

-3.54

-2.15

-0.81

-1.48

0.81

Height (m)

0.87

0.75

0.63

2.77

Width/Diameter (m)

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.07

Ordinate (m)
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M2

M3

R

2.2

3.54

2.87

0.49

0.37

0.25

2.39

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.07
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6. Conclusions
This deliverable presents the basic design of the Sundial for the case-study of the ArcelorMittal Tubular
Products factory, located in Iasi (Romania).
The Sundial has two major systems that should be defined in this basic design: the receiver and the
mirror’s field. Both systems are coupled, thus, the selection and definition of one affects the other.
After developing the methodologies for calculating and assessing the different choices, the definition
of both systems is done in each case to accomplish the KPI 5 of reaching 135 kWh daily and 25 MWh
yearly, and with the KPI 2 of reaching 230 °C at high latitude (Iasi, Romania).
According to the Grant Agreement and due to the high requirements for the system in terms of
delivered energy and working temperature, in this case the Sundial has a two-axes solar tracking
system, so a transversal arrangement is required instead of a longitudinal one. Moreover, during the
analysis of the different options to design the Sundial, some choices were discarded.
Specifically, the single-field & multi-tube receiver option presented lower performance than others,
due to the higher thermal losses that led to a significantly larger solar field.
The single-field & single-tube receiver and the two semi-fields & single tube receiver presented similar
performance. As the cost of both options is also similar (one has an extra arrow of mirrors with the
corresponding actuators while the other has two extra vacuum tubes), the final decision relied on
technical reasons. At this regard, the supplier of tubes of ∅70 mm, suitable for the two semi-fields &
single-tube receiver option, included welded flanges, secondary reflector and holding elements, which
make the assembly simpler.
For those reasons, a basic design for the ArcelorMittal Tubular Products with two semi-fields and
single-tube receiver is selected and defined with the aim of accomplish the KPI 2 (new technological
frontier for Romania: 230 °C at high latitude) and KPI 5 (up to 135 kWh of thermal production per day
in each case study. 25 MWh of yearly thermal production in each case study). The design leads to a
44 m2 mirrors field in a 64 m2 platform and a receiver of 16 m length and ∅70 mm.
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